[Structure and evolution of human sub-telomeric regions].
Recent progress in the field of human genome analysis has led to the development of new concepts in the definition of subtelomeric domains. Analysis of DNA sequences from human and yeast chromosome ends have shown that short stretches of degenerate TTAGGG are found at a distance from the telomeric repeats. These stretches define a boundary between two structurally different regions. The distal domain is characterised by numerous, short segments of interrupted homology to many other human telomeric regions and to a number of ESTs. The proximal domain shows much longer uninterrupted homology to a few chromosome ends. This domain evolved quickly within primates at least, as demonstrated by the detailed study of locus DNF92 which spread very recently in humans from 17 qter to at least ten other chromosome ends. At the different sites, presence-absence polymorphisms are observed within humans. The region remained single locus at the paralogous site in higher primates. Conversely, a human and orangutan single locus telomeric domain occupies multiple chromosome ends in chimpanzee. Balanced translocation is the likely mechanism through which the spreading occurred. Some members of the olfactory receptor gene family show a similar behaviour: multiple telomeric locations, and presence-absence polymorphism. Strikingly, the set of chromosome ends occupied by the two regions is identical, except for the two ancestral sites. Moreover, the relative frequency of detection of the region at the different sites indicates some kind of competition between the two regions. Consequently, these two regions represent major new tools to investigate recent human genome evolution and human genome diversity in different populations.